
New Releases

SINGLES
ATOMIC SWING
Stone Me Into The Groove - Sonet EHR/A
PRODUCER: Patrik Sventel i us
While the cat's away the mice will play.
While the Stone Roses spend their time in
court, these Swedes are taking over where
they left off. Groovey stuff, very well
played and a great chorus. Airplay across
Sweden, Norway and Denmark is rapidly
building.

JEANNY'S WILD OBSESSION
Love & I - Polydor EHR

PRODUCER: G. Coach
Another Dutch band to be directly signed
to a UK company, following Soft Parade
alliance with East West. Pop/rock a la
Roxette is what will immediately make
radio programmers wildly obsessed.

LEMONHEADS
Confetti - Atlantic A/R/EHR
PRODUCER: Julian Standen
It worked with a cover (Mrs Robinson),
now listen to these guys for their own mer-
its. A guitar -driven pop beauty of
Smithereens class.

NEW MODEL ARMY
Here Comes The War - Epic A/R/EHR
PRODUCER: Niko Bolas
A new recording contract has blown new
life into these political rockers. Off course
the current state of the world is the main
source of inspiration for those who really
care, and you can hear their anger.

NO NAME REQUESTED
Colors Of My Mind - Funky Buddha/Mega D/EHR
PRODUCER: Phase 5
With Ace Of Base, Leila K. and the pub-
lishing rights to the new Die Fantastischen
4 single Saft, Danish indie Mega is doing
well. With this female pop/dance act-sort
of "Nurses Alban"-the success story will
surely be continued.

RADIOHEAD
Anyone Can Play Guitar - Parlophone R/A/EHR
PRODUCER: Sean Slade/Paul Q. Kolderie
If you use your "radio head", you'll admit
that anybody can play this single. These
Buzzcocks-like echoes on a striking
bassline are as hip as anything by Nirvana.
BRMB/Birmingham HOM Robin Valk
has no problems fitting this record into his
rock -oriented playlist. "It didn't grab me
after one listen, but it's strong enough for
us to go with it."

SIR MIX -A -LOT
One Time's Got No Case - Def American D/EHR
PRODUCER: Sir Mix -A -Lot
The cops don't like the wittiest rapper
around. Bail him out and put him on your
playlist and you have a case to support.

THUNDER
A Better Man - EMI R/A
PRODUCER: Luke Morley/Andy Taylor
Pass the baked beans please for this camp-
fire classic, which in the far distance is
reminiscent of the intro to Freebird by
Lynyrd Skynyrd. Acceptable kitsch!

TOTO
2 Hearts - Columbia R/ACE/EHR
PRODUCER: Toto
A heart breaker for all those lonely listen-
ers on the highway, waiting in vain for a
call from their lovers on the car phone.

DIONNE WARWICK
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Friends Can Be Lovers - Arista D/EHR/ACE
PRODUCER: Ian Devaney/Andy Morris
Written by the triumverate Lisa Stansfield,
Ian Devaney and Andy Morris, and pro-
duced by the latter two in the right
Stansfield colours. A marvellous come-
back. R.S. 2/Berlin HOM Ralf Blasberg
thinks it will be a hit, "It's not surprising
that it sounds a lot like Stansfield. Dionne
obviously listens a lot to her, and this com-
pletes the circle."

YAZZ & ASWAD
How Long - Polydor EHR/ACE/D
PRODUCER: Mark & Anna Jolley/Brian Harris
Guess what: "Yazzwad" are more proof
that cover-itis is incurable. Everyone
should be pleased that there is no medicine
to stop this fine remake of the old Ace
evergreen on a smooth reggea beat. Also
covered by Undercover on their '92 debut
album Check Out The Groove.

haunting quality, not least through the
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No Reservations - Island EHR/D
PRODUCER: Simon & Diamond
Bhangra genre is here in the guise of
Apache Indian, which, straight from Delhi
on flying carpet, unleashes his unique
blend of raggamuffin and sounds from
native India. His major label debut is a ver-
itable feast of talent, recorded with reggae
stalwarts Sly Dunbar and Robert
Livingston, while Maxi Priest performs
on the track Fe Real. The set is a power-
house of ragga beats, such as the anthemic
Chok There, and the current dance hit sin-
gle, Arranged Marriage. With the sweet
sound of the sitar permeating the album,
his roots are ever-present, making for a
delightful deviation from the traditional
reggae formula.

BAABA MAAL'
Lam Toro - Mango W/A
PRODUCER: E.Clermontet/S.Booth/B.Maal/G.Logie

The songs of the Senegal singer all bear a

NEW TALENT

DIN-A-TESTBILD
Sex 'N Chaos - IC (LP) (Germany)
PRODUCER: Mark Eins/Uwe Mikulla
Sex 'N Chaos? What's that? It's the turbu-
lent intercourse between art and technolo-
gy, a sonic adventure provided by this
German performance duo. Contact tel:
(+49) 69.239 340; fax: 69.237 484.

SISTER PHUMI
Sweeter Than Ever - Gallo (LP) (South -Africa)
PRODUCER: Chris Ntaka/Ray Mohono
If you thought sugar was the sweetest, than
you haven't heard nothing yet. Most of the
tracks are candy -coated reggae tunes. This
Love, however, is a syrupy male/female
soul duet. Contact Duncan Gibbon at tel:
(+27) 11.788 0519; fax: 11.788 7080

BUDDY MILES
Mighty Rhythm Tribe - Lakeside (LP) (Switzerland)

PRODUCER: Andre Lewis/Marto
Henderson/Buddy Miles
This old buddy of Hendrix and Santana
returns to the scene with a set that verges
on P -funk. Tuff Love is a lesson in rhythm
which should be closely studied by the new
generation of soul brothers. Contact
Michael Georgiou at tel: (+41) 33.433-
524; fax: 33.435 210.

HEAVY METAL HORNS
Heavy Metal Horns - Square (US)
PRODUCER: Ken Simon/Heavy Metal Horns
With this CD you really have some "brass
in pocket." This horn section steams like a
train to skaville on the tune Pepper Pot.
Contact Mitch Satalof at tel: (+1) 215.825
9698; fax: 215.825 7329.

PHILIPPE LAFONTAINE
Machine A Larmes - Abigwan (LP) (Belgium)
PRODUCER: Philippe Delire
The amusing song JJ Cale-a tribute to the
laidback American singer/guitarist-makes
it worth dedicating 4:10 minutes of your
programme to this chansonnier with a
Julien Clerc-like appeal. Contact Alain
Mathieu at tel: (+32) 2.640 3490;
fax:2.640 3497.

SONIC SURF CITY
Sun, Sex 'N Fun - Ceilidh (Sweden)
PRODUCER: Micke Gustafsson
Surf rock, originally from sunny
California, is still very much alive on the
ice cold Swedish beaches. The instrumental
The Italian Wedge is a perfect theme for a
spaghetti western. Contact Ola
Hermansson at tel: (+46) 8.627 3800; fax:
8.627 0864.

with the traditional, tracks like Daande
Lenol, Yela and Danube merge string
instruments like the kora and xalam with
state-of-the-art technology. A fascinating
musical palette of atmospherics and beats.

JUAN LUIS GUERRA
Areito - Karen/BMG W/ACE/EHR
PRODUCER: Juan Luis Guerra
Guerra from the Dominican republic is a
man with a mission-to popularise a

Carribean style other than reggae in the rest
of the world: the merengue music. From
Spain he walks his victory march to the
north, where he already has a very solid
base in Holland since the warm reception
of 1990's Bachata Rosa album. Its succes-
sor is more of the same stuff; strong
melodies with subtle percussion and horns
plus Guerra's passionate singing. With
Seriales De Humo he will certainly reach
the masses by summer.

MICK JAGGER
Wandering Spirit - Atlantic R/ACE/EHR
PRODUCER: Mich Jagger/Rick Rubin
From Jogger around the block to rocker
around the clock once more, Jagger has
now hit "Rubin Tuesday." Rick Rubin has
got the best out of this Stone who, as solo
artist rolled a bit too far away from his
roots and talent. Ten Jagger originals plus
four covers make this new solo effort a
cake with slices for every format. Best bet
for future hits is the Bill Withers cover Use
Me, a duet with Lenny Kravitz. If the
country craze is still going on Evening
Gown will dress up your playlist better
than anything else.

SPIN DOCTORS
Pocket Full Of Kryptonite - Epic R/A/EHR
PRODUCER: Spin Doctors/Peter
Denenberg/Frankie La Rocka
One million Spin Doctors fans in the US
can't be wrong. Phones are exploding at
American rock stations because of this
band. And it's easy to see why. They're left
of centre and funk -fuelled, but still a little
bit more melodic than most similar
bands-Skinbone Alley/Hard To Exist is
one such groovey number. The organic
production gives the music a pleasant time-
less feel; samples would have dated it.

Meanwhile, here and there the harmonica
of Blues Traveler's John Popper pops up,
keeping retro rockers happy as well.
Airplay on the current single Little Miss
Can't Be Wrong taking off in Sweden and
Norway.

SULTANS OF PING F.C.
Casual Sex In The Cineplex - Rhythm King A/R/EHR

PRODUCER: Steve Lovell
Made according to the spirit of Jack
Charlton's green brigade. The unbeatable
strikers of the Irish scene play the "kick -
and -rush" variant of rock, a bit punky like
the Fall but with a serious injection of
humour. Where's Me Jumper and Karaoke
Queen are more fun than any own goal in
the world. A red card and penalty kick goes
out to each station which doesn't dig this
amusement.

Singles and albums featured in New Releases are listed alphabetically. Each record is recommended for format or programme suitability. Abbreviations used include: EHR, ACE, R (Rock), D (Dance), C (Country), J (lazz),
EZ (Easy Listening), NAC (New Adult Contemporary), A (Alternative), W (World Music) and M (Metal). Records mentioned in New Talent are by acts signed to independent labels for which license and/or publishing
rights are available, except as noted. Please send your samples to Robbert Tilli/Machgiel Bakker, PO Box 9027, 1006 AA Amsterdam, Holland.
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